Colorado: Aspens in the Rockies
September 26 - October 4, 2019
I’m happy to announce a workshop in the beautiful Rocky Mountains of Colorado timed for the peak of aspen foliage.
We would arrive on Thursday, September 26 and depart on Friday, October 4, 2019.
We’ll fly in and out of Montrose, CO spending the first night there, then three nights in Crested Butte where there are
tremendous aspen groves along the Kebler Pass. We’ll conclude with 4 nights in Ouray enjoying many scenic vistas in the
Mt. Sneffels range of the San Juan mountains. Mt. Sneffels is a dramatic “fourteener” (14,150 feet in elevation).
The workshop is designed for a group of 5-8 people. It is assumed that everyone will have a working knowledge of
their camera and the ability to use Lightroom to organize and share their pictures. We’ll try to take some time to
review our images for composition and look at the possibilities to edit some to best advantage, but the emphasis will
be on shooting and exploring the beautiful aspen groves.
The workshop fee is $3590. This includes all hotels, taxes and photography activities. A list of hotels will be provided
with registration. One of the hotels has slightly different room choices, which could add $100-180 in total to the fee
depending on the choice made. Additional charges, not included in the workshop fee, would be for transportation
(airfare and shared car rental), meals, and other items of a personal nature.
Flights would be through Denver. We’ll rent and share SUV’s. Vehicle sharing will be coordinated.
To reserve a place in the workshop, a deposit of $1800 is required with the balance due on April 1, 2019. Please send
an email to me (info@eliotcohen.com) to confirm availability and then your check for the workshop fee to:
Eliot Cohen
1556 Onyx Drive
Apt 105
McLean, VA 22102
Cancellations:
By January 31, 2019, the workshop fee will be refunded less a $750 cancellation fee.
By March 31, 2019, the workshop fee will be refunded less a $950 cancellation fee.
April 1, 2019 or later, refunds will be made (less a cancellation fee of $950) if a replacement takes your place.
Please consider trip insurance to cover anything unforeseen.
By submitting your deposit, you acknowledge reading and agreeing to these terms.

